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World Braille Day celebrated at JMI with Signature Campaign for accessible 

Communication for Persons with Visually Impaired 
 

The Enabling of JMI celebrated World Braille Day near Ghalib Statue on 4 th January, 2019 in 
which several students and faculty members participated. 
 
The program was inaugurated by Prof. Ilyas Husain, Dean, Faculty of Education, along with Dr. 
Abdul Malik, Joint Registrar, JMI, who is also the Grievance Redressal Officer/Nodal Officers 
of the University for Persons with Disabilities, Prof. Sara Begum, HoD, IASE, Faculty of 
Education and Dr.Mohd Faijullah Khan, Honorary Counselor cum Placement Officer for PWDs, 
Enabling Unit, JMI.   
 
The event was organized to celebrate the birth anniversary of Louis Braille and his contribution 
for visually impaired persons. His invention of six dots revolutionized the life of visually 
impaired persons, making it possible for them to access education and communicate 
independently. 
 
Prof. Sara Begum, Head, IASE, briefly told the participants about the History of Louis Braille 
and how a blind person changed the whole world by his contribution and also highlighted that 
she has also developed Urdu Braille Manual, which is first of its kind in India. It is a milestone in 
the field of Urdu Braille Learning. 
 
Prof. Ilyas Husain, Dean Faculty of Education, JMI, exhorted the participants about the 
importance of accessibility and how it can change the entire life of visually impaired persons. 
There is a need to provide appropriate opportunities and accessibility in all forms for every 
human being irrespective of disabilities. He also congratulated Dr Mohd Faijullah Khan, for 
organizing such program. 
 
Dr. Abdul Malik, Joint Registrar, JMI told how JMI is positively changing the life of many 
including PWDs and expressed his happiness that the Enabling Unit of the university is doing 
such good works for PWDs. He assured to extend all possible support to Enabling Unit. He also 
emphasized the need to publicize the works carried out by the university.  
 
Dr.Mohd Faijullah Khan, Honorary Counselor cum Placement Officer for PWDs, Enabling Unit, 
JMI told that awareness and sensitization programmes are changing the attitude of people 
towards PWDs. It has also increased the acceptability and sensitivity toward the PWDs. He also 
thanked Dean, F/o Education, Head, IASE, and Joint Registrar, JMI, for their encouragement and 
enthusiasm for the programs carried out by the Enabling Unit. 



 
The event end with the Vote of thanks presented by Mr Saurabh Ray, Assistant Professor (Visual 
Impairment), IASE, JMI. 
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